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and amusincz/ 

He's heroic, 
and daring. 

Once again, ipeet 
the irresistible 
Michael Bakunin. 

The Hero of "Raiders of the Peter 
and Paul fortress" is back in his 

all new adventure. 
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THE SHEFFIELD 

OUR ADDRESS IS:- - 

ShEFFIELD 
3TFIiLD A::ARCHIST is produced by the Sheffield Anarchists as an aid to 

the Cder dissemination of the anarchist and libertarian viewroint in the Sheffield 
area en further abroad, 

VO.1 Io w:s published in 191, and it was intended to acpear fortnintly, nut 
nressure from the law, :he police, the authorities in general, and christians 
(distlaying yet again their capacity for hatred and intolerance, forced it to close 
Jown after only ten issues. It was restarted in the mid 1970's, and has anpeared 
at varying intervals since, detending on the level of interest and activity amongst 
anarchists in Sheffield. 

The paper has no fixed price, a continuation of the original policy of the 
founders, so ensuring that the want of a few pence shall not prevent the snaring 
of tdeas, 	cay ourselves no wages, under any guise, have no expense accounts 
and surjport :cj other enterprise (and are supported by no other enterprise sorry, 

ye not had any MOSCOW gold to keep us going). All money received for the 
usper rces towards ensuring that we can print more copies of the next issue,and 
those who qive generously ensure that copies can be given free to those who really 
cannot a: forn to give anything. 

Con-Lrlbutions are always welcome, be they articles, poems, letters or graphics - 
we exercise no editorial control or censorship over contributions, and inclusion 
is subject only to available space. 

MO?C. GEictaL INFORMATION ABOUT THE SHEFFIELD ANARCHISTS 

We are a very loose conglomeration of people, having in conmion that we are anarchists 
Ernd live in Sheffield. We are not a formal - group, and have no membership cards or 
anything like that, although we do try to meet together whenever possible. Our 
diversity acts as a safe—gaurd against 'leaders', police—infiltrators etc and ensures 
thtt eace is offered to Anarchists of differing opinions, for instance; pacifists 
and nonpaciflst. The looseness of our grouping ensures that we do not become 
dogatj.c acd examine all avenues of anarchism. Also, as we we not a formal organisa-
tion as such we do not suffer from the same diseases that seem to afflict these 
trtc -ttu,es Le0 buracracy Q  intimidation of the less verbally articulate, oppression 

of oinorit-jes 9  hierarchy, etc, etc. 

A1cTTCC?YRIGHT SFF7IELD ANARCHISTS 195 
ThIs publication is sold or giver away subject to the condition that it may be 
ai.ven away, lent or otherwise circulated without the publishers'prior consent, in 
any form of 1, imirz or cover whatsoever. Furthermore, the whole or parts of it 
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted In any form or by 
an means, electronic, electrical, chemical, mechanical, optical, onotcoopying, 
reconilng or otherwise without prior permission of the publishers. 
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On Friday May 17th, the first night at the Cruof - 	 -: ri' starring Marti 
Caine, a demonstration was organised in protest. - 	 in the know about 
Marti Caine she recently returned to Sheffield £ 	 tour of South Africa 
and has continually defended the regime there 

Anyway, back to the demonstration ; Al]. our cj -  there : Roger (the 
issue dodger) Barton, Tony Tigwell, but farou 	 :agre stars was the lad 
himself Richard (Blob to friends) Caborn M.P. e - 	 f Sheffield Anti — 
Apartheid he started his address to the assembl-sa 	 racist rem axk about 
the supposed inherent bad, time - keeping of West 	 suprisingly he got quite 
a bit of stick about this. When one comrade swot 	 asked. him (sunshine) 
if he'd like to repeat it in the carpark after 	 crst 6. Sadly Dick 
slipped away about 7.50. 

The rest of the demo consisted of all the ust 	 rasitic speakers, and 
Sheffield Anti -Apartheid making lotsa money. Oac 	 - ( in between bouts of 
sexism and racism) that a demonstration of this - 	 of money, ("If we had 
Marti Caine's money we could have a demonstratxoL 	 size), nobody was sure 
what for when it was a pretty meagre demo in a c - 	 - But leaving the stage 
Richard muttered "expenses, expenses" and it be 

'The Sheffield Anarchist' went down well at lc- 	- at a corjlete waste of 
time. 

It might also be reported that The Crucible was t-- 	:' stink bombs during the 
afternoon. 
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We are holding a picnic in the Peak 	1W  A 	 OVE RNM £ NT? 1  
District on Sat. August 4th. Meet jnthe I SEENG

- - 	
- ON - M -_—I 

'Pox House' pub from 12 noon onwards 	 : 	Q[WNAT/SCOVFRNMENn 

to get there catch 272 bus from Pond St. 	 - 
bus station.  
Bring food, drink, flags, kites, music  

al instruments, etc.  
There will also be a social in the  

evening, us at P0 Box 217 for further 	
- 	

-
- Contact 

details -those from outside Sheffield 	WHOEVEHL \n 	 ISAUSLlP2ERANOATYRAIfl 	 I 
who wish to stay over the weekend can 
also contact us in advance. 	 i'' 	

11111 11111 

m alai 

airrm;i;r  Sheffield Anarchists will have a book- 	 4 , i 
stall at Broomhall Summer Carnival on 	 - 	 / 
July 26th, There will also be a tombola  
to raise money for the printing press 	 . 
fund. 	 - 	 I UECL V., 	- 	 .. 	GOVERNMENT ISSLAVERY. 	

i 
 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 --- 	-- 	 a - - - we .- - 

0 	-- 	 WNATISOOVERNME*77  
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NO Go\/E&NJtA'Jf  
ITS LM 	.----------- -- 	AND CHAINS OF STEEL FOR THE POOR. 
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nor of the content of the pro-

grammes. The extensive operation 
was clearly politically motivated 
and it was admitted by officials 

that the directive to track down 
SPR came from London. They also 
admitted that the name Peace 

Radio was the reason for this. This 
bears out the experience of other 
pirates around the country; 
stations that pose no threat to the 
state have got off very lightly, 

but stations with a politically 
radical message have received treat-
ment of almost military propor-
tions - Our Radio (a London 
pirate) was even raided by a Rome 
Office helicopter. This is obvious 
government censorship of the so-

called right to free soeech. 

SPR did not interfere with other 

radio stations in the area, neither 

did it compete for advertising 
revenue. Nevertheless it is illegal 
because it does not have a govern-
ment licence. Such licences are, 
with very few ekeeptions, available 
only to stations within the BBC and 

IBA hierarchies. In this way the 
government effectively censors 
what people can listen. Their given 
excuse of 'shortage of space on the 

airwaves' is patently absurd when 
one looks at the experience of 

other countries. 
For further information please 

contact Sheffield Peace Radio, do 

55 Ashland Road, Sheffield 7. or 

Mike, Tel 550419 or Guy, Tel 

586287. 

Sheffield Peace Radio is an indepen- 	we had been followed as we took 

dent pirate radio station serving the 	the bus across Sheffield It is clear 

city of Sheffield. Run by a group of 
	

that a large amount of taxpayers 

unemployed people using a home- 	money has been wasted in silencing 

made transmitter (no larger than a 
	

the voice of SPR. 

car-radio) we have been broad- 
	Four members of SPR were 

casting regularly a mixture of alter- 	escorted to Hammerton Road 

native entertainment and features 
	Police Station where each was in- 

on the miners' strike, animal rights 
	terrogated before being released. 

the Peace movement, the Police 
	Notice was - given of possible forth- 

Bill and other campaigns of the 
	coming prosecutions under the 

left. 	 Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949. 
Unknown to us, British Telecom 

	
All this has happened in spite of 

officials (working on behalf of the 
	the fact that we have made de- 

Department of Trade in London) 
	

liberate efforts to move our fre- 

had been tracking us to the extent 
	quency so as not to interfere with 

of following us to our homes. This 	existing radio stations. Neither we 

culminated in a full-scale raid on 	nor, it seems, British Telecom, have 

May 20th by 8 British Telecom 	received any complaints of inter- 
officials and 2 police officers, after 

	
ference with existing radio stations 
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I TO BE GOVERNED IS TO BE WATCHED, aEGUIATEO, IJDOCTRIPMTEO, ifiCACIED 
INSDECTEO. GREG Oh. I 	AT CONTROLLES, flUtED. 
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Re—printed from FREEDOM 

THE 5r71iliD ANARCHIST WALK 
5' J4a 

A walk will be held on the evening of 
Sunday 130 —!ry. This will start 
from the Hanover House pub at Broornhall 
and the route will explore many places - 
important in Anarchist history (recent 
and not so recent). Included in the walk 
will be visits to 2 other relevant pubs 
(and maybe a few more not so relevant 
ones). Those interested should meet in 
the back room of the Hanover  at 8.30pm. 

PAl 



IIIJDDEItS1ILLIw c'MFaaccE 
A PERSONAL VEW 

As a connoisseur and veteran of oofa 	 xe te ta ll those 
of you unable to attend something about t 	c IN AY  Anaxotist I 
Federation) Conference. A good conference is iS 	a good Taea t,  gives you 
something to get your teeth into 	somett 	- 	ohev over and leavea you with S 

a satisfied feeling and a pleasant aftertas,,B nP ideas to mall co', 	So why 
did the NEAP conference taste like moz 	 n1 garbe3e ar- leave me with 
an aftertaste like the inside of a cespf 

The anarchist ideas of free association 	seace of riga t-aouring 
can work - I've known them to work vaty well, -I vr been to conxsnLee before 
that have been totally imstrtictured 	vith 	. nsnned 	nda. ,  have started 
really late, but they've worked, my .rindz ~ 	,,haylve vorkd, b cause people A have WMqTED them to work, they 	set t 	n g.ca. bed and Lb 	-' g have been 
thrashed out and decisions reached, Oh, 	ri 	have Deer argMwants 
there've been arguments that would is&re 	- - 	.L 	d 	Wa 	l3 LI 	Sunday 
afternoon vicarage bwtIight, but beca 	k. . 	-a 	- 	respect es2d •rn.t 	and a 
canon desire to work together to-ea It. 2 goE,1 of anarchism, pe nole nave  
respected the views of others and hav c 	 Iic.c ble compronise: ead have 
not tried to force their views doom other o 	gLu s throats 	Al] of - cinch 
probably gives you an idea of what this cnnfexance ims like .  
Representatives were there from Sheffiel-huo -afield 	Ea12 iiioa.eboro', 

Newcastle, Leeds, as well as others I ELool ogize for forgetting Perhaps some 
people there felt threatened by the nunbez of S 	field people for reasons 

Ii 	there were 	- Sol won 	go 	o 	ere, 	ere M 	oc We an Be 	M 
QRV(P!E REJOSEPHPRCUQROM 

a dozen of us from Sheffield Anarchists  • 
PARIS) (VALS(CtFFFORO PE TEA HARPER flI lONDON, 

 

S 	(,  0 If ERNMENT? which was about as many as all the 	 - 	- 
others put together- but we felt that - TSGOvN - — ; we needed to attend in strength to  
show our depth of feeling on certain  
issues, so we didn't exclude anyone - 
who wished to attend. It has always - 

been the principle of Sheffield Anal- 
chists, and to my knowledge the  
principle of NW, that as many as 

 wished could attend from any one  
group - in the past votes have not, beenM E ,  -SU ED RE PRORIPPMED .  CORRECTED , ON  DER PRETEXT OF THE PUBLIC GOOD I 
taken, but decisions reached 	y h d b 	 - 	F 'UTOATED. - I1ISTOBEEXPLOITED. 

— 
- 

consensus, so numbers have never been 	O 1. risccww.cw f 	PJWHATISSOVERNMENT, 
-I 

an issue. But I digress.) 	 2 
Th get a few minor carps out ofthe f/ - 

-/ 
way — if we'd been plotting the 
5mnInent violent overthrow of the State  
the venue might have been ideal 	though  
maybe it wasn't quite dark and dank 

•i__ 
and dingy enough and we should've 

 

___ 
started at midnight instead of noon 	flU 0DLISED cME211ED.RO8BED AT THE 	OR WORD OF - TtE and perhaps we did start late and there 	- 	-, CO4P

LEArPROTEST 
LAiNT  _ - — _ 

wasn't anywhere near to eat — but for 	
-- 

0 WNATISGOVERNMEN 

godasake, as a conference it stank''  
The bulk of the time was taken up 

-: 	 :-\-- 
with a discussion (to use a euphemism) 
of "Aims and Principles" that NEAF 
might adopt,several ideas having been  
floated in the 1AP bulletins 	The 	 I 

argument revolved around whether or - 
FINED HARASSER ,  VILIFIED - -- 	

. 
BEATEN UP BLUDGEONED DISARMED I 

£ 
£VPYRIGHTInF = fl 	 - - -- 



not there ought to be a 1ajd.4om declaration of aims and principles — and when it 
became clear that there was a very wide divergence of strongly-held opinions, and 
that many people were against the idea of having a rigid set of aims and principles 
(which are in my view the first step down the slippery road to membership cards 
and expulsions for heresy, or not 'toeing the party line'), it ought to have been 
decided to drop the idea altogother, as it was obvious that a consensus was not 
going to be reached. As I understand Anarchism, it is against one person imposing 
their will on others, and it seems that trying to get the Federation to adopt 
something on which there is so obviously a great difference of opinion is trying 
to impose something that a section of the Federation is alienated by and opposed 
to, and so ought to have been dropped. If individual groups feel they need a set 
of aims and principles, then let them adopt them, but, please, don't try and impose 
them on the rest of us. It only stores up trouble for the future. As it looks, the 
issue will not be allowed to die, but will be brought up again by the same people 
at the next conference. 
Apart from this discussion, the rest of the conference was trivial and a waste 

of time - but let me also say that for a few people within 1EAP to produce a 
poster saying that NEAF has a certain -viewpoint, when it was shown quite clearly 
at the meeting that there was a wide divergence of opinion and that in fact NEAF 
did not generally have that viewpoint (i  refer to the discussion we had on the 
miners' strike) is the height of arrogance and of Trotskyist manoeuvering, and 
will not easily be forgiven or forgotten. 

I commend this conference to oblivion where it belongs, 

R. Hunter 

- - - 	 - - 
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1 WHAT 	IS GOVE RNM EN 
- - 1111 MOR M - —M MOR—DUT AT E. 

I 
JUDGED. CON DEMNEO, IMPR ISO NEC, SHOT GARROTED 

S - S m W W - - S 

ITT 
DEPORTED SOLD BETRAYED SWINDLED DECEIVED 

an - wJI - MR, NOT  a a 
RIA111 	 11 

OUTRAGEDOISMONDURED THAT S0VRrIMENT THATSIIS 
' 	

— 	 Ma 	- 	 Rs 	—cop 
kA;c T/g5 	JUSTICE Th4rs ITS MORALT1 1  

Not 	Mot 	att = 

TEE PARIS coleLuNE, tE71 

on March 18,1871, the people of 
Paris rose against a despised ar!d 
detested government, and proclaimed 
the city independent.! ree, belong-
ing to itself. 
This overthrow of the central 

power took place without the usual 
stage effects of revolution, without 
the firing of guns, without the 
shedding of blood unon barricades. 
1hen the armed people came out into 
the streets, the rulers fled away, 
the troops evacuated the town, the 
civil functionaries hurriedly 
retreated to Versailles carrying 
everything they could with them. The 
government evaporated like a pond 
of stagnant water in a spring breeze, 
and on the nineteenth the great city 
of Paris found herself free from 
the Impurity which had defiled her, 
with the loss of scarcely a drop of 
her childrens blood, 

.Under the name "Commune of 
Paris' a new idea was born, to 
become the starting point for future 
revolutions. 

from "The Commune of Paris" 
by P. Kropotkin 
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STATE ft1SECURTY 

! \\ Y 

It can be seen that people living in institutions (e,g mental hospitals, prisons, old 
peoples 'homes', etc.) eventually become de -aendent on them to the extent that they feel 
that they could not manage to cope with life outside of the institution. This sense of 
dependency is fostered by the institutions to an increthle degree in order to make their 
charges more manageable,A mental patient may not be compelled to remain in a mental inst 

-itute,but s/he will be encouraged to believe that they need it's security,and they will 
eventually become convinced of this,Liikexise TT.' th dd peoples 'homes' they are merely 

places to go eget s,aLad dieMany old people who have,f or years, 
managed to look 'lsvths;se1ves perfectly well (it takes quite a 
bit of know ho tt ed-t on a. state pension) show a rapid deter 

gfftj 	jation on gotn into 	Jzist1tutionEven in prison,there are peep 
-le whoafte a long spell thsidshve become so institutionalise JJ 1,J 

( 	
-d that they do not ws;nt. to get out. 
Women wo have haa children in hospital will know from experien 

• 	.. 	-Ce how, (sometimes in very subtle and clever ways ), the doctors 
etc attempt to exclude them from the decision - making process as 

F 	 much as possible, usually by simply keeping 	y 
 

PAp - 
them in the dark about the facts, and treat 	' 
-ing their babies, merely, as a package to 	 / 

be delivered by a certain date irrespective of the condition it 	 I 	rJ,j 
arrives in. Imagine being treated like this ,day in day out I 	

gf, 
years only to a worse degree, told when to have a bath when to 	46 A 
take your pill, when to get up, when to go to bed is it any \& 

wonder that people become institutionalised? 	 zi1' eJ I7Lt 1 ' 
So it is with the institution of the state people are so cond 

-itioned into not thinking for themselves, of having so many 
A major decisions taken for ihem ; of being 	 4? 

'ie 	 wr $'R 	 told how to behave, of hoirzs anped up in the His rotner!y oh so 
'i°' secure arms of the state that they think that they could not manage 

I 	manage to live their lives without it You might think tnat if you 
can get through life raanen;ing to feed yourself on paltry wages or 

jhd 	the dole, doing your at to find a roof
olte over your he 	,o on 	 0 

capable of deciding such 	—1 	 V-6 
as whether or not you should amoue canna 
-his. Of living your lIfe without the 
Institution of the state Of taking all 	U  

your decisions for yourself - 	 / 
It is for this reason that the state needs to foster our fear

"Alof each other, so we are more easily managed, and less willing 
- 	 to even think about 	T<ithout governme 

lgJ 1vJc 	 -nt. There always has to he an enemy, or. 
P1 zug 

L46 OAKe
many enemies, (Russiaas, hraLes, Commies, Queers, Wags), so that 

F 	jW\ vI"' we're too scared of each other to start thinking about whether or 
ft / - not we need the power hth.gry neglamaniacs that control us. Maybe or  S VC

J t') 	 without the state "I would&t run around killing people, but 
there's plenty of loonies vho<otdd". Look at yourself, look at 

Vol° 	your friends, look at your neighbours look at the next person 
you pass in the Street conditioned by society as they axe, do 



they are interested 
prisoners shall not 

State Insecurity Contd.. 

you really think that they have no morals at all, no self-
discitline, are there mad àxe- murderers hiding round every 
corner? It's time we started to stop fearing and distrusting each 
other. We don't need the Big Nurse to tell us what's good or bad 
for us. Let's break out of the assylura. 
Start digging for Anarchy now 

"Every man lives in his own self - made 
prison, resentful of his fate yet aces  
-ting to pay for the governments and 
the warders who put him, and keep him, 
there. And in prison the only security 

in is the one which ensures that there - 
escape.' 

Mi 
it s 
i)441 IOU 
\&o I.JtD 

Quote from Vernon Richards. 

PBS SCHOOL STOPPERS WWEOOIC 

The School Stoppers Handbook (or School Stoppers Textbook) was Lint published in America 
in 1968. Since than it has been translated into 17 languages and literally millions of 
copies have been produced. 

The handbook consists of various (91) ways to sabotage school, ranging from the simple 
to the quite sophisticated. Although aimed at school students the ideas in it could be 
used in any institution (e.g. prison). 

A new edition has just been compiled by Sheffield Anarchists, in. fact this is the seco 
-nd edition that we have produced ourselves, the other being in 1978.Becauae it is design  
-ad for free distribution, but we still have to pay for the printing, any contributions 
towards costs will be gratefully recieved. We intend 	to distribute this handbook 
as widely as possible within the Sheffield area, arul copies will be available shortly 
directly from P.O. Box 217. 

STOP PRIES 

Since the above was written the printers have refused to print The School Stoppers 
Handbook, but don't worry it will be out in time for the new school year. 

As long as people are oppressed and governed there will be chaos and 
disorder. Only when people 

are free will there be 
peace.... 

DESTROY THAT WHICH DESTROYS  
YOU 1 

_r" ' 
	Freedom before Peace. 



Extracts from "Anarchism and Violence' by Errico Malatesta, 

Anarchists are opposed to violence... The main plank of anarchism is the removal 
of violence from human relations. It is life based on the freedom of the individual, 
without the intervention of the gendarme. For this reason we are enemies of capit-
alism which depends on the protection of the gendarme to oblige workers to allow 
themselves to be exploited - or even to remain idle and go hungry when it is not in 
the interest of the bosses to exploit them. We are therefore enemies of the State 
which is the coercive, violent organization of society. 

Governments make the law. They must therefore dispose of the material forces 
(police and army) to impose the law, for otherwise only those who wanted to would 
obey it, and it would no longer be the law, but a simple series of suggestions which 
all would be free to accept or reject. Governments have this power, however, and 
use it through the law, to strengthen their power, as well as to serve the interests 
of the riling classes, by oppressing and exploiting the workers. 

The only limit to the oppression of government is the power with which the people 
show themselves capable of opposing it. 

This revolution must of necessity be violent, even though violence is in itself 
an evil. It must be violent because it would be folly to hope that the privileged 
classes will recognize the injustice of, and harm caused by, their privileged status 
and voluntarily renounce it. It must be violent because a transitional, revolutionary 
violence is the only way to put an end to the far greater ... violence which keeps 
the majority of mankind in servitude. 

The bourgeoisie will not allow itself to be expropriated without a struggle, and 
one will always have to resort to the coup de force, to the violation of legal order 
by illegal means. 

We neither seek to impose anything by force nor do we wish to submit to a violent 
imposition. 

.1 believe that not to "actively" resist evil, adequately and by every possible 
way is in theory absurd, because it is in contradiction with the aim of avoiding 
and destroying evil, and in practice 
immoral because it is a denial of 
human solidarity and the duty that 
stems from it to defend the weak and 
the oppressed. I think that a regime 
which is born in violence and which 
continues to exist by violence cannot 
be overthrown except by a correspon-
ding and proportionate violence, and 
that one is therefore either stupid 	 • 
or deceived in relying  on legality 
where the oppressors can change the 
law to suit their own needs. But I SI 
believe that violence is, for us who 
aim at peace among men, and justice 
and freedom for all, an -unpleasant 
necessity, which must cease the 
moment liberation is achieved.., 	- 

We are against fascism and we  
would wish that itwere  violence  opposing to its 
violence. And we are, above all, 	 - 
against government, which is 	 - 
permanent violence. 	 - 

11 



hIhYA.tttii ía a :r.xc rvi'ir.i 
The following books and pamphlets are available from Sheffield Anarchists, P. Box 217, 
Sheffield, Cheques, P.0's, etc. should be made out to Sheffield Libertarian Society. 

ABC of Anarchism by Alexander Berkman, ópt, £1.00 
A classic and very readable account of Anarchist-Communism 

The Kronstadt Uprizin7 by Ida Nett, 93tp, £1.50 
Exceijent work on Kronstadt, with introduction by fuay Bookchin 

Th emran GuerJla: Tenor, Reaction and Resistance, 106op, £2.06 
Anarchy in Aotion by Cohn lard, 152p, £2.00 

Theories and examples of tracticel anarchist organization 
Anh by Errico ialatesta, 54pt, 75 - 
A writer of Dassion and conviction, here Halatesta expounds his theories on anarchy 

A Lew World In Our Hearts by Albert Meltzer, lOOpp, £2.00 
T 	reading on Spanish Anarchism 

e Want To Riot Not To Work, 48n, £1.00 
:ocurents the 1951 Brixton utrisings 

Armed Strupgle in Italy, 96tp, £1.20 
Anarchism and the National Liberation Struggle by Alfredo Bananno, 2400, 50p 

A Bratach Dubh tamprilet about the refusal of mainstream anarchists to articinate 
in national liberation struggles 

Towards a Citizens Militia by Stuart Christie, 29Dp, £1.50 
The 'nfamous' book that tells you all you wanted to know about armed strugg-le buL 
were afraid to ask - well, not quite all 

Anrcho-Syndicajist History end Action, Direct Action Movement pamphlet, 50n 
The Imtossibiiities of Social Democracy by Vernon Richards, 142tp, £1.C'0 

Articles examining • socialism' as practiced by the Labour Party and Trade Unions 
and the struzg  for power reducing radicalism to a minimum 

Lessons of the Spanish Revolution by Vernon Richards, 256pp, £2.95 
History of the role of anarchists and the ONT in the Spanish Civil War 

Protest without illusions by Vernon Richards, 168pp, £1.95 
Untying the knot: feminism, anarchism and organization by Freeman and Levine, 2Lpn, 601, 
Floodgates of Anarchy by Christie and Meltzer, 160pp, £3.25 
A good introduction to the role of anarchism in the modern world 

Housing: an anarchist approach by Cohn Ward, 200tp, £2.25 
The First Iiaflay by Voltairine de Cleyre, SLPpp, £2.00 

Speeches commemorating the Chicago anarchists hanged by the State , whose deaths 
led to the establishment of the "workers' holiday" 

Wildcat SoaiD Encounters Democracy, ijOpp,  £1.00 
Women in the Snish Revolution by L. Willis, 28pp, 70p. 
AeS&sfNexico by Peter E. Newell, 176pp, £2.95 

The life of the well known Mexican Revolutionary and his part in the Mexican Rev, 
3 b2ri1 has No Tears Poems by 0. MeCror • 2kpp • 40p. 
Poems written by McCrory (who is a prisoner in Long Kesh) between '77 and 80. 

LSbters for Anarchism by Steiner and Fleshin, Bkpp, £2.00 
The lives and people connected with these two Anarchists, 

jçjj, and the Anarchists by P. Thomas, 406pp, E3.00 	 - 
The Author is a Marxist, but the study does show how marx was influenced by the 
various well-known Anarchists who were around at that time D  Bakm,in etc 

We also have a few copies of the last three editions of the 'Sheffield Anarchist' 
lefts You can have these for the price of a few stamps (although we will accept 
a further contribution if you wish to make one). 

PLEASE NOTE ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE FOR PEOPLE IN THE SFFIELD AREA, EXTRA MONEY 
SHOULD BE SENT IF YOU LIVE OUTSIDE SHEFFIELD..... 

SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE (or we'll send the boys round) 
Sick of wandering the streets looking for the last copy of the Sheffield Anarchist? 
Do you never see your postman? Well, now you can subscribe to the Sheffield Anarchist. 
For 4 scintillating issues, just send us the tidy sum of £1.30, and magically you'll 
receive a copy of each of the next 4 issues hot off the presses. We calculate that it 
costs £1 3O to cover the cost of printing, postage, envelopes etc for a 4-issue sub-. 
soription, but if you want to send more, we'll put it to good use. 
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HOME LOCKSMITHING FOR BEGINNERS 
hint no 

Sane thought our hint noel a little confusing, so below are given concise instructions 
on how to pick a lock using a feeler pick and torsion tool. 

You can custom-make a feeler pick using a hacksaw blade and a grinding wheel as 
described in the last issue s  but items such as thin lengths of fuse wire or hair grips 
can be used with good effect if the end is bent to shape. 
You need the torsion too]. simply fox applying pressure in the direction the lork 

cylinder turns (usually clockwise) For this simply use a screwdriver or penknife. 
As suggested in oc last issue it is advisable to practice these techniques at home 

first before putting them into practice, 
1) Insert the and of your feeler pick onto 
the keyhole of the lock. You should be able 
to feel the first tumbler, push this 
upwards to the level of the shear line. 
When it passes this, if you are applying 

Inc the correct amount of pressure with your 
torsion tool it will stay locked up. 
2) Your torsion tool should be used in the 
following manner. Apply lit but firm 
pressure just inside the lip of the keyhole 
cylinder( the part that actually turns), in 
the direction the lock turns, usually clock 
wise. 
3) After raising the first tumbler, keep on 
applying lieht pressure with your torsion 

I C,Vt 	 tool so that the tumbler stays above the 
shear line. Then move on to the second 
tumbler and push this up past the shear 

line, as it reaches the shear line you may have to relax the pressure from your torsion 
tool a little, 
4) tThen the second tumbler is up continue along the line of tumblers maintaining 
prestre with your to ion tool all the time until you have pushed them all above the 
shear line, 
5) Now apply fin constant pressure with your torsion tool until the lock cylinder turns 
as it would with a key 

KNEECAP KORNER 

There Is a matter which I feel compelled to mention; the question of those 'comrades' 
who inform to the police to save their own skins, or who make any kind of a deal 
with the poflce I",  a growing problem. The prevelant attitude seems to be one of 
indifference and should anyone raise the matter of these SCUM it is met by either an 
embarrassed silence or pathetic excuses on their behalf, Now I don't think that there 
are ANY excuses for grassing, I also think that it is something that everyone in 
the movement should be responsible for - a grass should at the very least be immed-
iately ostracised and treferably at the first opportunity his/her legs should be 
broken (in the first instance) as a waning to the cowardly scum that may, and 
undoubtedly do, lurk wthin the movement, to get out while the going is good. This 
should all be obvious. Recent experience has shown that we do not completely trust 
each other, and understandably so It's essential that we build up this trust within 
our groups, as that not only do we know that the people with us will back us up in 
the streets and not leg it at the first sign of danger, but also that we are as 
certain as we can be that some sordid individual isn't going to inform on us if they 
happen to get lifted. It's a truism that a group that has confidence and trust in 
each other has a strength out of all troportion to its numbers or individual strengths; 
we don't even have to like each other personally to be effective. 

This article originally appeared in 'Anarchy no. 35. 
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THE S'IATE 
EAXtJICN..'The State is like a vast slaugterhouse or an enormous cemetery, where 

all the real repirations, all the living forces of a people enter 
generously and happily, in the shadow of that abstation, to let 
themselves be slain and buried.' 

The most notable example of the anarchist critique of society is the notion of the 
state. Anarchists seek to replace it with a direct fern of democracy, and an absolute 
democracy in opposition to the partial and farcical democracy practiced in the world 
today. Others who would call them- 
selves revolutionary, the Marxists, 
Communists and the like seek to 
capture the state for their own 	WA 
purposes. 

Anarchists oppose what is called 
state but many ask for a definition  
and ask why? I hope to be able to 
provide answers to both. 

We can ask immediately what 	
500 POINTS 	500 POINTS 	5 POINTS 	500 POINTS 	 5 POINTS 

comprises the state and receive at 
least 3 answers- the government, 
parliament, all of its offices and 
attendants, namely the Civil Service 
and SO Ofl • 	 QUEEN 	 GENERAL 	 POPE 	PRIME MINISTER 	PARTY IEADER 

True, the state comprises those 
who direct our lives and hence ft tttt limit it, those who create laws 
supposedly to help us, upon our 

FASCISTS 	& 	CAPITALISTS 	& 	COMMUNISTS 	POLIT!CIAJI$ 	I. POINfl behalf, whether elected by us or 
not, and then pass on the adminis-
tration of those laws to others 
outside of the elected government 	jIT IERS AND SQ:I L itself. 	 UN 

Those who sit in parliament' 
have those seats because sometimes 	 KD 
as little as 7 or B thousand people 	 - 25 CINTS FIFFACAIN 

in areas populated by tens of 
thousands of people say they should. 
They have this chance normally 	 KEEP rgNG TILL ALL 15 CLEAR because they have the backing of 

StOO  political parties, trade unions or 	 POINTS WINS FREE SOCIETY  
other backers with the resources 
of thousands of pounds. Once they 	 ______ 
sit in 'paxlient' they then have 0 	________ 	 ________ Q 	

on1 
the ability to ignore us, with any  
amount of contempt, until the next 	HOME 	 CHURCH 	 FACTORY 	 OFFICE 	SCHOOL 

time an election is called. We have 
no right to recall them if they do 

d 	 U 	3k not do the job as we would have it
one. We can lobby them if we have 
the chance or the money, but than 
again they can ignore us. 

Laws are enacted and handed on to the Civil Service. Often the Civil Service aids 
in the drafting of laws, moulding them to its own ideas of practicability. 

Here we have a few thousand people moulding the society in which we live, allowing 
'.that is essentially good for the state and disallowing that which is not. 

The state has power - that is obvious. That power has a variety of forms. By taking 
money in taxes the state acquires vast economic power, this power is exercised by for 
instance its grants to our 'welfare' in the form of the National Health Service, 
Education, and various forms of Social Security. Its economic power is there to safely 
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assure that in times of sickness, ineinployment and the 151e we keep body and soul 
together, healthy and fed. 

Further than this power, the state has judicial power, by which I mean the power to 
intervene in our activity, to say that it is wrong and constrain us. The police said 
the courts see that the image and ideal of good behaviour is kept up by all. If 
necessary we may be treated to a spell of detention at Her Majesty's Pleasure in one 
of her prisons or mental hospitals. 

Thirdly, on top of that power of compulsion (the power described by many as the 
power of the state as a terrorist), there are the saM forces ready to step in as an 
asserter of state power, even as a substitute for the workforce where necessary. This 
is the greatest of all the organisms fostered by the state, using up much of the 
research potential of the country and vast quantities of our money to pay its perso-
nnel and buy its material. 

The state is essentially the great ideal of arbiter and administrator. Administ-
ering to our needs for electricity, gas, education, protection from fire, health, 
science, industry, transport and so on. The way we and our children are taught, what 
we are taught, is decided for us by the state. Whether or not we are treated for our 

ailments and how we are treated is 

C deci

ded  for us by the state How 
much we pay for our light, cookcooking,
buses, trains, ocsoulare all deci-t? 	ded by various organs of the state 

This great edifice has inyaded 

	

1UCç  CO cC 	every wan of life. The science 
 f J and technology put at our dis-

posal, the disposal of industry, 

d the police and armed forces are 
generally organized and paid for 

 (a?- in 

	

	by it. Consequently the interests 

w or ld ç c 	 wt forward and answered are those 
not of some person in the street 
or factory but those people in the 

governmental bureaucracies, the multinational 
corporations, the any, the navy, etc. This towe- 
ring edifice is thus an expression of itself, 	 anarch igni Ees 
those high in its ranks, high in industry - those 
people known to us all as the bourgeoisie. daj 6nd For us, all that is left is to legitimise this 
rule over us by means either of the ballot box or 
simply by the tacit acceptance of abstention. 	 it3 kL -he 

The state is a wan which surrounds all of us 
confining solely for the interests of those who 	 b lack and red 
have something to lose. There are laws against 
certain methods of strike, so as to control us at ouchpapet ilc? 
the workplace. There are laws against the disrup- 
tion or the Civil Service, we may not act so as iTllo rn

do no retire- to   take away their power over us, we may not 
defend our right to determine our future. There 

	vevo?uèion are laws against 'mob violence', this is how they 
describe our defending ourselves as responsible, 	 ty 
capable, feeling yet impoverished human beings. 
We have no right to protest at them forging the weapons of total destruction. 

THE STATE IS OUR PRISON, it is the walls and bars built by those with the power and 
wealth which go hand in hand. The bourgeoisie has there the tool of its domination 
over the impoverished, the powerless. This is the instrument sought by the Marxists. 
The State has only one proprietor and defender, the bourgeoisie, what then are the 
Marxists but the radical forces of the bourgeoisie. As in Soviet Russia and its client 
states, the power of the state is not held in the bands of the working people but in 
the hands of a new and simplistic expression of the rulers of old. It does not matter 
whether the feudal autocrats have been removed, all that has happened is that the 
working people have been subjected toward further confinement by the new ad minist-
rators. Here in the party machine of the eastern bloc is to be found the 'revolutio- 
nary bourgeoisiet with its police-unions, asylums for the politically unacceptable 
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dissidents, the any and riot police ready to crack down at the first sign of self-
expression. The worker is not even allowed to be unemployed as this means he or she 
is a social parasite, whether or not the state provides then with work. 

The state is simply the collective expression of power and wealth. An idea' and 
non for the control and administration of society, not for the interests of all but 
for the Interests of the traditional status quo or the new expression of the tradition 
(the 'proletarian' tradition in the case of the eastern bloc). Here we have our 
confinement, our walls, our bars. 

These are the definitions of state and the reasons for the Anarchist ideal of no 
state. We seek the abolition of confinement, taking on our responsibilities, taking up 
our capabilities and the creation of a society which is joyful, interesting and 
rewarding and for everyone, not the few, 

by Beta 
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I XTRINIIJC'IiON TO ANARCHISM 
Anarchists do not want chaos I nor do they want to rule or be ruled. Anarchy wants, 

through the liberation of the individual, to free society from the restrictive rules 
and regulations created in a world dominated by fear and controlled by manipulators 
of fear. Fear is one of the first 'facts of life', parental love is perverted by 
society's requirements into a series of threats and conditions. The child is moulded 
into what others require. Few of us are ever able to overcome this initial training. 
From then on it is easy for the school to condition him/her still further, subjecting 
the child to a reality dominated by control and competition, reward and punishment. 
The choice is to conform to these imposed conditions or endure hardship and ridicule. 
Withinthe school system the child is forced to accept yet more 'facts of life', most 
of them concerned with blind obedience. Through school,the system ensures that each 
one of us is suitably trained to serve the various functions which keep the system 
going, slaves for the factories, corpses for the :áttlefield, godfeartng idiots 
whose mind and will have been broken, who while serve their all-powerful masters 
without question. Through our fear and ignorance, the system has a constant supply 
of zombies that are needed to work the machines of the rich and plough the fields 
of the landowners, we work for not far from nothing so that the rich and powerful 
can become even more wealthy and lazy. When they make a mess, as in todays recession, 
it is us who have to do without. Do you think they have to give up anything? 
The politicians, seeing the world of capitalism and state control, collapse around 
them, promise us jam tomorrow and give us fuck all. Thatcher even had to create a 
phony war to take our minds off our problems. Rule Britannia, fuck Britain. do you 
think they care about you. As long as you tow their line they'll feed you your 
monkey-nuts, they might even give us video recorders and super-deluxe washing 
machines, but try and do it your own way and you'll see how they operate. They 
don't give a shit if you can't afford to eat, or if your'e cold and homeless 0  
They try to force us to play their games and say thanks for the privilege of eating 
their crap. While the bosses sit in the board-room sipping champagne, caning god 
knows how much for doing absolutely nothing, some poor bastard is sweating away or 
boring themselves to death to feed their wealth, and others are dying on battlefields 
to protect their privilege. Don't be fooled by their sweet talk and reasonable 
smiles, they don't want you,they want a neat voiceless number, a faceless cog in 
their fucked-up death machine. They'd suck you dry to fill their pockets and laugh 
when we daren't even open cur mouths to complain. From day one we are conned into 
being passive tools for their system. Is that really how you want to live ? 

ANARCHISM—A Parable 
I see mankind as a herd of cattle Inside a fenced encloore. 

Outside the fence are green pastures and plenty for the cattle 
to eat. While inside the fence there is not quite grass enough 
for the cattle. Consequently, the cattle are tranipiug underfoot 
what little grass there is and goring each other to death in 
their struggle for existence. 

I saw the owner of the herd come to them, and when he saw 
their pitiable condition he was filled with éompassion (or them 
and thought of all he could do to improve their condition. 

So he called his friends together and asked them to to him 
in cutting gross from outside the fence and throwing It over 
she fenes, to the cattle. And that they called Charity. 

Then, because the calves were dying off and not growing up into 
serviceable cattle, he ainnged that they should each have a 

-1 

pint of milk every morning for breakfast. 
Because they were dying off in the cold nights, he put up heard. 

in], well-drained and well-ventilated cowsheds for the cattle. 
Because they were goring each other in the struggle for existence, 

he put corks on the horns of the cattle, so that the wounds they 
gave each other might not be so serious. Then he reserved a 
part of the enclosure far the old bulls and the old cows over 
70 years of age. 

In fact, he did everything he could think of to improve the 
condition of the cattle, and when I asked him why he did not 
do the one obvious thing, break down the fence, and let the 
cattle out, he answered, 'If I let the cattle out, I should no 
longer he able to milk them.' 

LEO TOLSTflY. 
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PEVIEW Sheffield '84 Citizens Guide 

Never again will I moan about the Council wasting money. Well maybe I will, but I 
really was pleased by this latest offering, distributed free to over 200,000 homes 
throughout the area. Not only does it tell you things like there were 165,000 tonnes 
of refuse collected last year. Not only does it have lots of photos of our heroes on 
the council, but it has their addresses and phone numbers as well. This little gem 
of a booklet goes much further than that too; Fancy a chat with your local JP, then 
why not go round personally? Ever thought of joining the Air Training Corps, no? Well 
why not ring up a squadron leader and tell him why not. This Citizens Guide contains 
it all • Well done Sheffield Council, I cannot recommend your publication enough. 

If you haven't received a copy, you can obtain one by sending £1 to Special 
Projects Division, Sheffield Newspapers Ltd, York St., Sheffield, or call in and 
collect one and save yourself the postage (and your address from Special Branch). 

MrW0J Denys Carr (Master Cutler) 
Stendhills, Long Line, S 11 
Tel — Shelf 364019 

Lieutenant P. Bentley Platte 
(370 Squadron Air Training Corps, C.O.) 

Wingfield, 63 High Stone Rd, S 11 
Tel — Shelf 665712 
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"When you have spent halt your 
political life dealing with 
humdrum issues like the environ 
—ment ..... it's exciting to have 
a real, crisis on your bands." 
(Thatcher on May 14th  1982, 
during the talklands campaign.) 
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WE WILL NOT REPLY.—IN WORDS. 
MR REPLY SHAIJJ BE COUCHED IN 
PEI*IS OF LEAD...IN ROAR OF 
gwnT. 11Th SBRAI'}IEL AND IN WINK 
OF MACHINE GUN WILL an ANSWn 
3E COUCBED. 

Jack London, "Tie Iron Reel" 

In a word, we reject all legis-
lation, all authority, and an 
privileged, licensed, official 
and legal influence, even 
though arising from universal 
suffrage, convinced that it can 
turi only to the advantage of a 
dominant minority of exploiters 
a0lnst the interests of the 
ienae majority in subjection 
to them. Such is the sense in 
which we are really Anarchists. 

N. Bakunin 
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• and much, much 
more behind the seenes 

Last year in Sheffield 
all this happened 

90,000 children 
were brainwashed 
In school. 

22 slaves per 
waster (teacher)-
primary schools, 
16 slaves per 
master-secondary 
schools.  

Poo many banquets 
for the cocill-
on and their 
friends. 

Lots of money 
spent on cream 
teas and massive 
crca oaken for 
councillors eiev-
ensees. 

Councillors notched 
tip large expense 
accounts. 

CA £  

87 paxasites 
(councillors) held 
office. 

till 
It was decided to 
build no council 
houses 

Tear gas and 
rubber bullets 
bought by the 
Police.  

ci 
761 children 
taken into care 
by the council. 

8,531,887 
records made of 
what you read. 

I 
3,504 old people 
were looked up 
in 'homes'. 

010 

Many people 
evicted due to 
council incompe-
tence, giving out 
rent rebates. 

Police assaults 
on the public 
increased 

I 


